
Bite-sized, highly engaging videos deliver efficient and effective content that resonates 
with the modern learner.

NANO videos are designed to complement existing courses and provide learners with the quick reference 
information on-the-go.

Visual Learning Reinvented: Rich visuals, animated or live action real-world 
scenarios, and expert insights create an immersive learning experience. 
Concepts are explained concisely through images, 
narration and text on screen, making complex topics easy 
to understand.

Time-Efficient: NANOs are short (2-4 minutes) each 
but packed full of information. Designed as just-in-
time content, each video ensures that even a few spare 
minutes can be transformed into productive learning 
moments.

Anywhere, Anytime Access: Whether you’re at home, in 
transit, or onsite, our NANO videos are accessible from any device with an internet connection. 

Enhanced Retention: The dynamic blend of visuals, audio, and concise content in our NANO videos will 
empower learners to retain and apply their knowledge effectively.

Comprehensive Curriculum: NANO videos cover a wide range of crucial topics, from person-centered care, to 
hand hygiene and much more.

Introducing Altura Learning’s 
NANO videos

How are NANO videos different than Altura Learning courses? 

A  traditional Altura Learning course covers comprehensive topics and provides in-depth 
information, learning outcomes, learning resources, activities and assessments.  They typically 
take approximately  30 minutes to complete.  NANOs are short, 2 -4 minutes and are intended to 
be an added-on bonus, designed to complement larger courses, not replace them. 



Benefits of NANO videos

• Learners can access the content they need at exactly the right time
• Maximise the time staff can spend on frontline care – they help organisations to provide on-

time learning when it is needed, in a much shorter space of time
• Provide short summaries of new guidelines or legislation
• Useful as content refreshers at handover, Toolbox Talks and other education sessions or to

prime skill readiness before training.
• Support ESL learners to absorb information more efficiently and increase accessibility to

learning content
• Enable learners with different learning styles and levels of literacy the ability to focus on

one topic or concept at a time, leading to greater engagement and improved retention of
information in comparison with other course formats.

Who are NANO videos intended for?
The short answers is – EVERYBODY.  However, NANOs will be particularly useful for learners who 
want to build on existing knowledge, need a refresher on technique prior to meeting a client/
resident, in response to an incident or risk being identified and educators who require quick training 
revision or on-time learning resources.

Accessing NANO videos
NANO videos are available via SCORM, using the Bridge LMS or the organisation’s LMS and new ones 
will be added monthly. 

Find Out More

alturalearning.com/NANOvideos 

customerservice.apac@alturalearning.com
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